Psychologist
Legacy Pain Management Program
Pacific Northwest
Legacy Health is actively recruiting for a Psychologist to provide consultation, direct patient care for adult
and geriatric patients with acute and chronic pain. The ideal candidate should have experience working
with complex addiction issues in a pain management setting.
The pain management program team includes physicians, NP’s, PT’s, psychologists, social workers, and
a pharmacist who work collaboratively in the evaluation of painful conditions with the goal of improving
function and quality of life for our complex patients. The continuum of service includes one-time
consultation, medication stabilization, interventional options, physical therapy evaluation and treatment,
behavioral medicine evaluation and brief intervention, mind-body medicine (sleep, nutrition, relaxation,
and exercise), education and tools/training to build coping skills.
Legacy Salmon Creek Medical Center is one of six hospitals in the Legacy Health system and is
nationally known for expertise in health conditions. Opened in 2005, Legacy Salmon Creek Medical
Center stands as Southwest Washington's most modern hospital, with a range of innovations to improve
the health and the life of the community. Legacy Salmon Creek is a vital part of Clark Country and
Southwest Washington by offering complete services for adults and children and provides a unique
hospital experience by combining the latest in medicine and technology and blending them into a setting
designed for care and comfort.
Legacy Health provides many services throughout the Portland metro area including, level 1 Trauma
Services, The Oregon Burn Center, Cardiac care, Comprehensive Stroke Services, Pediatric services
through Randall Children’s Hospital and several sites throughout Oregon and Vancouver Washington, the
Research Institute of Oregon, Urgent Care and over 50 clinics throughout the area for primary care and
specialty and surgical services.
This position includes an opportunity to select a lifestyle in terms of where you choose to live.
Vancouver Washington is located minutes from downtown Portland. This is a family friendly community
with some pockets that allow for acreage while living within minutes of work. If you live and work in
Washington State you have the added benefit of no state taxes.
You could also chose to live in Portland Oregon is a city that continually ranks in the top five for livability
and includes both urban and family-friendly communities. Approximately 17,000 workers bike to work
year-around on 350 miles of bikeways making Portland the number one city in the U.S. for biking.
Portland has a wide array of nationally recognized parks for hiking and off-road biking.
Both options are close to Mt Hood to east and the Pacific Ocean to the west with plenty of outdoor
activities for biking and hiking.
As we consider qualified candidates, we are committed to building a culture that values diversity and is
reflective of those we care for.
Applications are required and can be accessed at www.legacyhealth.org. Please apply for position
number #16-0377. A CV can be inserted into the application. For additional information, please contact
Vicki Owen at 1 (866) 888-4428 ext 6 or via email at vowen@lhs.org. AA/EOE

